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Radiative efficiency, band gap narrowing, and band filling are studied in Si-doped GaN films as a
function of carrier concentration 共n兲, using room and low temperature cathodoluminescence 共CL兲.
Using the Kane model, a band gap narrowing ⌬Eg of −共3.6⫾ 0.6兲 ⫻ 10−8 and −共2.6⫾ 0.6兲
⫻ 10−8 n1/3 eV n1/3 is obtained for epitaxially strained and relaxed material, respectively.
Band-edge CL time response and absolute external photon yield are measured. The internal
radiation efficiency is deduced. Its monotonic increase as n increases is explained by the increase in
the spontaneous radiative rate with a radiative free carrier band-to-band recombination coefficient
B = 共1.2⫾ 0.3兲 ⫻ 10−11 cm3 s−1. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2919775兴
I. INTRODUCTION

II. EXPERIMENT

Precise knowledge of the parameters governing the GaN
luminescence characteristics is imperative for the design of
new or improved optoelectronic devices.1 Band gap
renormalization1–3 共BGR兲 plays an important role in the design of bipolar devices with heavily doped regions. In spite
of the impressive progress made in epitaxial growth and fabrication of GaN based devices,4 there is a controversy over
the value of the band gap narrowing 共BGN兲. Luminescence
experiments do not directly reveal it because of being obscured by band-filling induced blueshift, known as the
Burstein–Moss shift.5 According to standard calculation,1
band filling becomes important above a free electron concentration of 1.75⫻ 1018 cm−3, when the Fermi level moves into
the conduction band. Consequently, evaluation of the BGN
based on the room temperature 共RT兲 photoluminescence 共PL兲
peak energy alone6 is underestimated because band filling is
ignored. On the other hand, the BGN is overestimated if its
determination is based on the low energy luminescence tail.7
The latter becomes increasingly important with n for it is the
result of radiative recombination from potential fluctuation
states caused by random distribution of the dopants.1,8 In the
present work, we therefore use the band-edge 共BE兲 luminescence peak and the line shape to reveal the BGN. The Kane
model,1,9 which inherently takes into account both bandfilling and donor-induced potential fluctuations, is applied to
fit these spectra. We provide a comprehensive framework
that includes the investigation of the BGN into a study of the
carrier recombination rates in order to quantify the radiative
efficiency. A value for the radiative recombination coefficient
B is obtained.

GaN films were grown by metal-organic chemical vapor
deposition on 2 in. c-plane sapphire substrates using standard
growth conditions.4,10 Nonintentionally doped 共NID兲 GaN
layers, characterized by n in the low to the mid 1017 cm−3,
are first grown as buffer. Intentionally doped layers
共1.5– 2.3 m thick兲 were grown atop. Total thickness of the
epitaxial structures thus varies between 2.5 and 4 m. Concentrations ranging from 1018 to 1019 cm−3 are obtained by
Si doping. In one sample, n in the low 1017 cm−3 is obtained
by compensation with magnesium.
RT cathodoluminescence 共CL兲 spectra were acquired in
a vacuum chamber using an 8 keV electron beam with a spot
size of 0.5 mm. The light emitted from the film side was
collected by a monochromator using slit widths of
500– 2000 m. High e-beam current 共42 nA兲 has been chosen in order to saturate the yellow luminescence.11 Complementary temperature dependent CL spectra were acquired
using a modified JEOL JSM-5910 scanning electron microscope 共SEM兲 with cooled sample stage.12 Spectra were analyzed using 250 m entrance slit opening.
Equally, the absolute external UV photon yields were
evaluated. The e-beam 共8 keV, 5 nA兲 was accelerated toward
the film side of the sample. The emitted light was detected by
a single photomultiplier tube 共PMT兲 with the UV pass filter
mounted in front of its entrance and compared with the CL
intensity collected from a phosphor with a calibrated twofacet UV photon yield of 24 photons/8 kV electron.
RT CL time decay measurements were performed using
a vacuum chamber. A double-multichannel plate 共MCP兲 was
placed between the e-beam and the sample. Each electron
coming from the e-gun triggered a cascade of some 106 at
300 fs electrons within the double MCP, which then excited
the sample. Two fast PMTs were connected to a photon
counting system. PMT-1 registered the photon avalanche
generated by the electron-excited radiative decay in the film
that triggered the photon counting system. The latter provided a time histogram of single photons received by the
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 RT CL spectra of NID and Si-doped GaN for various
free electron concentrations n. Detail: Typical BE luminescence 共orange兲,
and fits assuming the DOS being proportional to 冑Ee − Eg 共broken line兲, or
including a band tail according to the Kane model 共black line兲. Smaller
monochromator slit width was used for recording the BE luminescence in
detail.

PMT-2 as a function of the time difference with the pulse
arrival detected by the PMT-1. UV CL time response was
measured using the UV pass filter.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CL spectra for various GaN samples with different free
electron concentrations were acquired with e-beam energies
ranging from 2–24 keV . While the BE luminescence intensity proportionally increases with the e-beam energy above 6
keV, it rapidly reduces below. It is likely that surface recombination is responsible for these high losses since 99% of the
incoming electron energy is dissipated in the solid within a
depth of penetration less than 0.2 m. On the other hand,
above 8 keV effects of self-absorption become visible in the
evolution of the BE intensity as well of its peak energy 共redshift兲. 8 keV have therefore been chosen as standard beam
energy. The penetration depth of then ⬍0.3 m guarantees
that all recombination processes occur within the investigated layers.
Typical 8 keV CL spectra of GaN samples with different
free electron concentrations are shown in Fig. 1. While the
CL spectrum of the NID GaN, n ⬍ 3 ⫻ 1017 cm−3 is dominated by emission from the yellow band 共YB兲, the spectrum
of the heavily Si-doped sample n = 1.1⫻ 1019 cm−3 is dominated by BE emission with a maximum intensity near 3.41
eV. Radiative recombination in highly silicon-doped GaN is
thus dominated by BE transitions.
In Fig. 2共a兲, the BE peak energy is plotted as a function
of n. It exhibits a redshift from 3.435 to 3.395 eV as the
electron concentration increases from low 1017 cm−3 to the
mid 1018 cm−3, and a subsequent blueshift with further increase in n. The redshift is due to BGR while the blueshift is
the Burstein–Moss band filling effect.5 As outlined above,
the evolution of the luminescence peak alone cannot repre-

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 共a兲 CL peak energy as a function of the free electron
concentration n in the sample. The black line is a guide to the eye. Inset:
Band gap energy 共Eg兲 vs cubic root of n 共diamonds兲. Squares 共orange兲
include strain correction. 共b兲 The FWHM of the BE luminescence and the
band tail parameter 共Vrms兲 are plotted as a function of n. Vrms is the rootmean-square of the band gap potential fluctuation, extracted from fits to the
spectra. Black line: Root mean squares sum of the intrinsic broadening 共⌬i兲
and the Fermi energy 共E f 兲. Open symbols represent primary experimental
data; half filled symbols represent values that are extracted from fits of the
BE CL using Eq. 共3兲.

sent the BGR. In order to expose the band gap energy, we
use a fit9 to our spectra based on the calculated radiative
recombination described in the following. The generationrecombination rate-equation under steady-state condition of
electron-hole pairs is given by13
1
1
Pr
= Rsp +
=
,
3nexcitedEg
NR eff

共1兲

where Pr is the power of the exciting e-beam in watts per
unit volume, nexcited is the density of excited electron-hole
pairs, Eg is the BE energy, and eff is the effective 共measured兲
radiative time. The nonradiative decay time NR includes all
the relaxation processes not related to the BE emission
namely transitions to deep level radiative centers 共e.g., YB兲,
or to nonradiative defect centers such as dislocations. Contribution from bound excitons is negligible at RT.14
The BE total spontaneous emission rate Rsp is given by
Rsp = 兰Rsp共E兲dE, where E is the photon energy near the BE.
Basic material parameters can be extracted by fitting the experimental CL spectra to the theoretical description of
Rsp共E兲,1
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Rsp共E兲 = B

冕

⬁

c共Ee兲v共Eh兲f c共Ee兲关1 − f v共Eh兲兴dEe ,

共2兲

−⬁

where the hole energy Eh is constrained by the photon energy
E and the electron energy Ee by E = Ee − Eh, f c and f v are the
occupation probabilities given by the Fermi–Dirac distribution f c共Ee兲 = 关1 + exp共Ee − E f 兲 / kT兴−1 and similarly for the valence band, and k is the Boltzmann constant. The factor B is
derived from basic quantum mechanical considerations,15 assuming here an energy independent matrix element. The density of states 共DOS兲 in the conduction 共valence兲 band c 共v兲
is proportional to meⴱ3/2共mhⴱ3/2兲, where meⴱ共mhⴱ兲 is the electron 共hole兲 effective mass. Since the hole mass, anywhere
between 0.8 and 2.2 共Ref. 16兲 is much larger than the electron mass, meⴱ = 0.2, making v Ⰷ c per dEe 共dEh兲. The excited holes are present only in a small energy region at the
valence-band top. Consequently, for n-type material, Eq. 共2兲
can be simplified as
Rsp共E兲 = Bc共Ee兲f c共Ee兲.

共3兲

Thus, an obtained spectrum I共E兲 ⬀ Rsp共E兲 directly reflects
the electron population in the conduction band states as a
function of energy. A doping level dependent joint DOS, c,
was formulated by Kane.1,9 Under sufficiently high doping
level, potential fluctuations introduced by ionized impurity
states create exponential DOS below the conduction band
that merge with the conduction-band free-electrons DOS,

c共Ee兲 ⬀

冕

共Ee−Eg兲/c

−⬁

冉

Ee − Eg

c

−z

冊

1/2

exp共− z2兲dz,

共4兲

where c = 冑2Vrms and Vrms is the root-mean-square of the
potential fluctuations due to ionized impurities.1 At a finite
temperature given the carrier concentration n, the Fermi energy E f is found by solving the following implicit integral
equation:
n=

冉 冊冕

1 2me*
22 ប2

3/2

⬁

0

c
dE,
1 + exp关共E − E f 兲兴/kT

共5兲

where ប is the Planck constant. Note that as a result of Eq.
共5兲, the Fermi level moves into the conduction band above
the free electron concentration of 1.75⫻ 1018 cm−3. See Fig.
2共b兲.
An example fit to a CL spectrum, using both the ideal
semiconductor model, where the DOS is given by c
⬀ 冑Ee − Eg, and the Kane model is shown in the inset of Fig.
1. The ideal semiconductor model cannot account for the tail
of the luminescence below the band gap. Although the Kane
model accounts for the donor induced potential fluctuations,
it cannot fully account for the low energy tail neither. This
may be due to the YB. These are defect-induced states occupying a broad region of the gap, which can eventually overlap with near BE 共and notably band tail兲 states. The highenergy side of the peak is determined by the electron thermal
distribution described by the Fermi–Dirac distribution. Using
the Kane model, we can nevertheless extract the band gap
Eg, the Fermi energy E f , c, and the electron concentration
共n兲, which is found to agree with the sample specifications,
as determined by RT Hall-effect measurements.

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 External and internal BE CL efficiency of compensated, NID, and Si-doped GaN for various free electron concentrations. Values for the external BE CL efficiency are normalized according to the number of photons obtained per 1 keV of injected electron energy. eff is the
effective 共measured兲 radiative time.

The inset of Fig. 2共a兲 shows the extracted values of Eg
plotted as a function of the cubic root of n yielded from the
fit, and a least-squares fit to it, Eg = 3.429⫾ 0.008 eV
−共3.58⫾ 0.6兲 ⫻ 10−8 n1/3 eV cm. Note that the model by Jain
et al.2 does not yield a reliable improvement to the fit.
By correcting the band gap for the strain-related energy
shift ⌬Eg / 1 = −共9 ⫾ 0.5兲 eV,17 caused by the dopinginduced lattice deformation 1 = 共a − a0兲 / a0,18 we obtain the
band gap energy for relaxed material. The respective leastsquares fit is Eg = 3.415⫾ 0.008 eV −共2.56⫾ 0.6兲
⫻ 10−8 n1/3 eV cm. Our BGN of ⬃3.6⫻ 10−8 n1/3 eV cm
for strained and of ⬃2.6⫻ 10−8 n1/3 eV for relaxed material
indeed takes an intermediate place between values construed
by experiments related to the luminescence peak alone, on
the one hand,6 or to the low energy BE luminescence slope,
on the other hand.7 The value for relaxed material corresponds to what one would expected according to Casey and
Stern.19
The experimental BE peak full widths at half maximum
共FWHM兲 are plotted as a function of n in Fig. 2共b兲. The
FWHM is compared with the root-mean-squares sum of two
broadening components ⌬ = 共⌬2i + E2f 兲1/2, where the first 共⌬i兲
is the intrinsic thermal broadening of the NID sample and the
second 共E f 兲 is the calculated Fermi energy. The potential
fluctuations in the band tail reaching Vrms ⬃ 35 meV at n
⬃ 1019 cm−3 explain why the determination of the BGN using the low energy PL slope alone, overestimates narrowing.7
This curve further exhibits the importance of band filling in
explaining the broadening.8
The external absolute BE photon yield is plotted as a
function of n in Fig. 3. Values are normalized according to
the number of photons obtained per 1 keV of injected electron energy. The intensity of the BE emission is known to
increase as the doping level increases.8 We observe direct
proportionality between the absolute external BE photon
yield and n, over two decades in the free electron concentra-
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Based on Eq. 共6兲, we have plotted a line in Fig. 3, as well as
two additional lines comprising the scatter of eff. The agreement between the values of i, n, and eff for our samples is
markedly good. The extracted value for B is further in good
agreement with Ref. 15. Using i = eff / R and 1 / eff = 1 / R
+ 1 / NR, linking the radiative 共R兲 with the nonradiative and
the effective lifetime, we estimate R ⱖ 共15⫾ 2兲NR for all,
including the most efficient sample. The observed effective
decay time thus represents, in first approximation, the nonradiative lifetime. The increase in the radiative efficiency
with n can consistently be explained by decreasing radiative
lifetime with respect to NR.21
IV. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Typical CL decay transients of n-type GaN measured
with and without UV pass filter. The sample contained a free electron concentration of 1.1⫻ 1019 cm−3 and was maintained at room temperature.

tion. The increase in the external photon yield can consistently be explained by the increase in the internal radiative
efficiency i = Rspeff deduced from Eq. 共1兲. As shown above,
Rsp = Bn, thus

i = Bn eff .

共6兲

The external photon yield Y is related to the internal
radiation efficiency, i by Y = 共1000 eV/ Eg兲i, where  is
the two facet extraction coefficient, given by  = 1
−2 1/2
− 共1 − nref
兲 , and where nref is the refractive index. Using
nref = 2.7,20 the relationship between the measured external
photon yield and the internal radiative efficiency is 共Y / i兲
⬃ 21. Using this argument, the right vertical axis of Fig. 3 is
drawn for i. Accordingly, 1.4⫾ 0.2 photons per 1 keV incident electron obtained on the sample with n = 1.1
⫻ 1019 cm−3, correspond to i = 0.07⫾ 0.01. This value is
consistent with the factor of 5.8⫾ 0.5 increase in the integrated BE CL intensity that has invariably been observed
upon cool down from RT to 77 K, from which 共assuming
nonradiative recombination centers being thermally
activated兲15 an upper limit to the RT internal radiative efficiency of i ⬍ 0.16– 0.19 could be deduced.
RT CL decay of one NID 共n ⬃ mid-1017 cm−3兲 and four
Si-doped samples 共n = 1 ⫾ 0.5⫻ 1018 – 1.1⫻ 1019 cm−3兲 was
measured, as shown in Fig. 4. Unfiltered CL decay shows
contributions from at least two components. When a UV pass
filter is used, the second YB component is suppressed. The
initial, BE-related fast component, eff then dominates the
CL intensity decay between one 共low n兲 and over two orders
of magnitude 共high n兲. By fitting the CL decay transients,
I共t兲, using I共t兲 = I0 exp共−t / eff兲, the effective BE decay time
eff is determined. The experimental values scatter between
0.9 and 0.4 ns within the ensemble of the investigated
samples. Using the value of eff = 0.5⫾ 0.1 ns that is obtained for the most efficient sample 共n = 1.1⫻ 1019 cm−3 and
i = 0.07⫾ 0.01兲 we obtain B = 共1.2⫾ 0.3兲 ⫻ 10−11 cm3 s−1.

In conclusion, shift and broadening of the GaN BE luminescence is a result of BGR, of random distribution of the
dopants forming states below the gap, and of the upward
move of the Fermi energy as n increases. Using the Kane
model, we extract the band gap energy and obtain
−共3.58⫾ 0.6兲 ⫻ 10−8 and −共2.56⫾ 0.6兲 ⫻ 10−8 n1/3 eV for its
narrowing in epitaxially strained and in relaxed GaN:Si, respectively. Internal radiative efficiency i is found proportional to n over two orders of magnitude reaching i
= 0.07⫾ 0.01 at n = 1.1⫻ 1019 cm−3, which corresponds to an
increasing radiative recombination rate according to B
= 共1.2⫾ 0.3兲 ⫻ 10−11 cm3 s−1.
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